A clinical water-coated antenna applicator for MR-controlled deep-body hyperthermia: a comparison of calculated and measured 3-D temperature data sets.
A magnetic resonance (MR)-compatible three-dimensional (3-D) hyperthermia applicator was developed and evaluated in the magnetic resonance (MR) tomograph Siemens MAGNETOM Symphony 1.5 T. Radiating elements of this applicator are 12 so-called water coated antenna (WACOA) modules, which are designed as specially shaped and adjustable dipole structures in hermetically closed cassettes that are filled by deionized water. The WACOA modules are arranged in the applicator frame in two transversal antenna subarrays, six antennas per subarray. As a standard load for the applicator an inhomogeneous phantom was fabricated. Details of applicator's realization are presented and a 3-D comparison of calculated and measured temperature data sets is made. A fair agreement is achieved that demonstrates the numerically supported applicator's ability of phase-defined 3-D pattern steering. Further refinement of numerical models and measuring methods is necessary. The applicator's design and the E-field calculations were performed using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The calculation and optimization of temperature patterns was obtained using the finite element method (FEM). For MR temperature measurements the proton resonance frequency (PRF) method was used.